
Cube to sphere stone cutting with formZ

Here’s a technique to create a planar cut through an object
at a specified point perpendicular to any given vector line.

Set project to work in metric centimeters.
• From the Options pull-down menu select Working Units.
• In Project Working Units dialog select Metric, Centimeters, click OK.

Create a cube to define the starting volume of material.
• Select 2D Rectangle drawing tool and the 3D Extrusion modifier.
• In the Heights pull down menu select Graphic Keyed.
• In the Prompts palette turn the A option off.
• Click anywhere to start the rectangle then for the second point of the rectangle type 
(48, 48, enter) in the Prompts palette, and for the height type (48, enter).
Observe six (6) faces, (labeled A),  where a sphere would touch the faces of the cube, 
as shown (1).

Create a vector line from the center of the cube to the corner point.
• While holding down the Option key (Mac) or Ctrl+Shift keys (Win) select Wireframe 
option from the Display pull-down window.
• In the Wireframe Options dialog that is invoked click on the Interactive tab, select the 
Show Centroid option, click OK button.
• In the Object Snap palette choose Point snap.
• Select the Vector Line drawing tool, and the 2D Surface modifier.
• Click on the centroid of the box, then double click on the corner point of the box, as 
shown (2).

Trim the line to the desired spherical radius length. This is done by extending the 
vector line to the surface of a sphere.
• Select the Sphere tool.
• In the Tool Options select Preset icon and type 24cm in the X, Y, Z fields.
• Click on the cube centroid and a 24cm radius sphere is generated at the center.
• Select the Extend tool, (use defaults = Segment To Face).
• Click on the vector line, then the sphere and the line is extended to the surface of the 
sphere, as shown (3).

Create a trimming plane at the endpoint of the line.
• Select 2D Rectangle drawing tool and the 2D Surface modifier.
• Click anywhere to start the rectangle then for the second point of the rectangle type 
(60, 60, enter) in the Prompts palette.
Note, the exact size of the 2D rectangle is not important as long as it’s large enough to 
cut through all sides of the corner when it is placed at the cut point.
• Select Place tool, (use default settings = Perpendicular To Line, Centroid, Between 
Selected Points, Even Increment).
• Click on the 2D rectangle then the endpoint of the vector line and the plane is placed 
perpendicular to the end of the line, as shown (4).

Extrude the trimming plane into a 3D solid cutting box.
• Select Derivative Extrude tool, set Perpendicular to Surface in Tool Options.
• Click and drag the 2D rectangle and extrude the height beyond the volume of the box, 
(i.e. 60cm or more), as shown (5).

Subtract the solid box from the cube.
• Select Boolean Difference tool.
• Click on cube, then the solid box.
You now have a planar cut, labeled (B), that is perpendicular to the center of the cube 
and tangent to the sphere at the specified point, as shown (6).

To finish the level 1 cuts at the other point locations you need to create another cutting 
box at each desired location. However, because of symmetry you can create a single 
cutting box as described then rotate or mirror additional copies of this box around the 
center of the cube for the other point locations, as shown (7). Then boolean difference 
all the copied boxes, as shown (8).

Measurements can be taken directly on the model using the Measure tool as follows:
Option A: Use the Interactive Point to Point option and click on any point then move the 
cursor to the other point and you can read the real time distance in the Prompts palette. 
Option B: Use the Length of Vector Line option. You can create temporary vector lines 
anywhere on your model by snapping to midpoints, endpoints, center of faces, etc.
Or you can import views into the drafting window and place dimensions.

The level 2 cuts are done using the same method. Start with a vector  line from the cen-
ter of the cube to the midpoint of a roof edge, as shown (9). The resulting planar cuts, 
labeled (C), are perpendicular to the center and tangent to the sphere, as shown (10).
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